
FALL SEMESTER SFA 
REVIEW 

Units 1-4

Name: ___________________________________    Period: _________



CAUSES CAUSES 
OF OF 

EROSIONEROSION

1.  

2. 

3. 

4.



WHICH FACTOR OF EROSION 
FORMED THE GREAT LAKES? 

What type of economic activities are 
near the Great Lakes? 

What does that tell you about the 
soil? 

http://www.iooc.us/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/Great-Lakes.jpg


The Louisiana Purchase in 1803, 
added which region of the US? 



Describe if each image is a barrier to 
diffusion or an aid to diffusion….

Image 1: 
Conflict/War

Image 2: Migration

Image 3: Trade
Image 4: Globalization

BARRIER OR 
AID TO SPATIAL 
DIFFUSION?



WHAT PHYSICAL 
FEATURE HINDERS 

(PREVENTS) SPATIAL 
DIFFUSION FOR THE 
SETTLERS OF THE 13 
COLONIES MOVING 

WEST? 



What are some ways the people 
can adapt to living in an area where 
there are many earthquakes each 

year? 



What type of physical processes do 
regions along the Ring of Fire 

experience?



Since the Gulf Coast Region is below sea level, 
many hurricanes bring flooding. What does the 
flooding do to the land? Think of a sponge….



Why are there so 
many towns along 

the Mississippi 
River? 

If the Mississippi River 
is used to ship goods 

from the Midwest 
Region to the Gulf 

Coast, what is that an 
example of? 

What does trading 
goods do to the 

economy? 



Annual Climatology: Houston, TX (IAH)
What is the 
climograph 
comparing? 

Based on the 
climograph of 
Houston, what 

would be a good 
generalization of the 

climate? 
What type of climate 

region would Houston 
be in? (Look on pages 

22-23 in desk atlas)



Factors that can affect ________Factors that can affect ________

_________ 
above sea level

________from the 
equator 

(North or South)

____________  
(rain, snow, 

etc)

Average

____________

(feels hot vs cold_)



1215 Magna Carta Great Britain grants more power to land owners

1689 English Bill of Rights Great Britain grants more power to the people

1789 US Constitution 
adopted

US creates a government for and by the people based on British documents

1787-1799 French Revolution French people overthrow their king using the slogan “Liberté, egalité, fraternité, ou la 
mort!” (“Liberty, equality, fraternity, or death!”)

Based on the timeline of the spatial diffusion of democracy, which document was 
the origin (starting point) of the idea of democracy? 

Which country was the first to grant democratic ideas to the people? 

Which country followed the American colonists’ fight for democracy? 

How did that revolution change the power in that country? 



Types of Regions

Formal Region Functional Regions Perceptual Regions

Which region would your cell phone coverage be 
considered? 



Global

Positioning

System

Geographic 

Information 

System

Match each word with the correct picture.  

Globe Map Projection



COMPARE/ CONTRAST 
GPS & GIS

GPS GIS



Poor Farming practices have caused soil to __________________________. 

What could be the long term effects of soil degradation in regions such as 
India, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Central Asia? 



Three Gorges dam may force relocation of a further 300,000 people

A further 300,000 people must be relocated from around China's Three Gorges dam ‐

 

in 

 
addition to the 1.2 million who have already been forced to leave their homes, according to a 

 
draft government report.

Less than two years after completion of the world's biggest hydroelectric power plant, site 

 
engineers have found landslides and water pollution are more severe than anticipated, 

 
prompting calls for drastic remedial efforts.

Why do people have to be 
 relocated near the Three 

 Gorges Dam? 

What environmental impacts 
 is the dam causing? 



What type of physical process has affect the growth of the 
plants in image A?

What can you analyze about the plants vs. runoff of water? 

Heavy rainfall Light rainfall

A B



Country GDP per 
captia

Life 
Expectancy

Infant 
Mortality 
Rate

% Urban 
Population 

% 
Literacy 
Rate

Birth Rate 

United 
Kingdom

$34,800 80 4.62 80% 99% 12.29

Germany $35,700 85 3.5 74% 99% 8.3

Mexico $13,900 76 17.29 78% 86% 19.3

Guatemala $5,200 70 26.2 49% 69% 26.9

Vietnam $3,100 67 20.9 30% 94% 17.7

Myanmar $1,400 64 49.2 34% 89% 19.3

According to the demographics chart, which countries would be 

 considered MORE DEVELOPED & LESS DEVELOPED? 
What happens to the life expectancy as GDP per captia

 decreases?
What happens to the life expectancy as GDP per captia

 increases?



Three Economic Questions - Who decides? 

 Country A Country B Country C Country D 

What to produce? Central 
government 

Individuals Mixed 
(government & 

Individuals) 

Mixed 
(government & 

Individuals) 
How to produce 
it? 

Central 
government 

Individuals mixed individuals 

Who gets to use 
or consume it? 

Central 
government 

Individuals individuals individuals 

South Korea would be more like Country _________? 

North Korea would be more like Country  _________? 

France would be more like Country __________? 

United States would be more like Country ___________? 



1.

 
Which picture would be considered cottage industry? How do 

 you know? 
2.

 
Which picture would be considered commercial industry? How 

 do you know?
3.

 
Which picture would be best for a market‐oriented economy?  



Cocoa dates back to the Olmecs who lived 
from 1500 to 400 BC and were the first humans 
to drink cocoa. More recently, the Mayans in 
600 AD cultivated cocoa in Central America 
and made a nourishing and fiery drink they 
called “Xocolatl” from where we get our word 
“chocolate”. Cocoa beans were used as 
currency. 
What type of economic system did the Mayans practice with cocoa beans? 
A.Free Enterprise
B.Communism
C.Traditional 
D.Socialism 



Which image would be considered 
commercial agriculture? 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://lh4.ggpht.com/_AOz9MTS_YwQ/TGtEDGGsi4I/AAAAAAAAA8w/CWFTumPwzo8/P1010538.JPG&imgrefurl=http://uppity-crip.blogspot.com/2010_08_01_archive.html&usg=__xW7CXdTQE6DGuSaWrhdrD3qbznI=&h=1068&w=1600&sz=153&hl=en&start=12&zoom=1&tbnid=XvyagB6Ok2dIlM:&tbnh=100&tbnw=150&ei=A6_XTpHjO8SLsQKEg6zODQ&prev=/search%3Fq%3DDole%2BPineapple%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26gbv%3D2%26tbm%3Disch&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3629/3485721014_442180de07.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/farmingmatters/3485721014/&usg=__c2uGHla79HfzfAZffJ3UTQVAzAw=&h=364&w=500&sz=151&hl=en&start=6&zoom=1&tbnid=lauTqUCKDctKQM:&tbnh=95&tbnw=130&ei=rK_XTr7vIYGmsQKPytTYDQ&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dsubsistence%2Bfarming%26hl%3Den%26gbv%3D2%26tbm%3Disch&itbs=1


What type of economic activity 

 
level would happen in London, 

 
England? 

What type of economic 

 
activity level would happen in 

 
the water near the Isle of 

 
Man? 



Would the Silk Road 
trading route be 
considered a barrier or 
aid to cultural diffusion? 

What type of physical 
geography did the Ming 
Dynasty trade over?

How would the diverse 
trading affect China’s 
culture and 
development? 



Impacts of Soviet 
Economic Policies

Irrigation from the 
Aral Sea has 

caused the water 
volume to 
decrease Industrial 

pollution of the 
Volga River have 

affected the 
drinking water of 

the people 
nearby

Acid Rain near 
Moscow has caused 
deforestation of the 
vegetation near the 

city

Oil Drilling in Siberia has 
allowed for use of scarce 
fossil fuels as an energy 

resource

List the environmental and human affects of the Soviet Economic 
Policies: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.



Oil in East 
Russia

Extreme cold 
climate

Rich 
timber 

resources Few roads 
due to 
harsh 
winter

How does the physical geography and climate of Russia affect the location of the urban areas? 

How does the physical geography and climate of Russia affect the access to the rich resources in 
Siberia? 



The railroads 
allow farm 
products to 
reach ________ 
cities. 

The railroads 
connecting 
the US and 
Mexico show 
what scale of 
trading? 

What free trade 
agreement is US 
and MX a part 
of? 



SPEAKER A: I live in the mountains near Denver, Colorado. I work as a snow board 
instructor. Many tourist visit our resort during the winter break due to the mountains peaks 
and glaciers providing many chances to learn how to snow board.

SPEAKER B: I work in a factory along the Mississippi River near New Orleans. The location 
of my business allows me to make a lot of money due to increased need of trading and 
shipping. Many foreign exports pass by my business. 

SPEAKER C: My great-grandparents moved to San Francisco, CA due to the discovery of 
gold. When they found some, our family fortune increased. 

SPEAKER D: After earning a degree in chemical engineering, I had to move to Houston, TX 
to work in the Exxon-Mobil company. 

Why do each of the speakers express where they live? 

How do they use the natural resources in their location? 



What was the benefits of 
building the Suez Canal? 

What could the canal be 
considered if it is closed 

off from trade? 



What does the polder 
(reclaimed land) do to 
Dutch agriculture? 



According to the 
map, where are 
most of the 
urban areas 
located at in 
India in 1872? 

Has the location 
of urbanization 
changed today?



What body of water does Hispanic population settlements and African- 
American population settlements have in common? 



According to the population pyramids of Japan over time, what is 
happening to the population? 

Is the Angel Plan working? 

Which population group will the Japanese government need to focus 
future spending on? 



Only one child per 
married couples in 

urban areas

Fines, forced 
sterilization, and/or 
jail time if a couple 
has more than one 

child

Boys are the preferred 
gender due to cultural 

beliefs and traits

Many female are adapted 
to foreign families 

What country is the population 
policy described in the text boxes 

from? 



What are ways that populations 
can increase as seen between 
the years of 1950-2000? HINT: 

Think of things that can 
increase Life Expectancy……



During the Columbian Exchange, what type of thing was exchange 
that affected the population of the Native American? 

What happened to the Native Americans? Why?



Unit 1: Spatial Processes: Physical & Human 
Essential Question

• How do physical and human 
geographic interactions influence 
spatial diffusion? 

• What does it mean to be a 
geographer? 

• How do patterns and processes create 
regions?



Unit 2: Physical Geography 
Essential Questions

• How do global physical processes 
impact the environments of regions? 

• How are people affected by their 
physical environments? 

• What are the opportunity costs of 
adapting to or modifying the physical 
environment? 

• Do physical or human processes have 
a greater impact on the environment? 



Unit 3: Economic Geography 
Essential Questions

• Evaluate various ways different societies determine how 
resourcing will be used and distributed. 

• Justify the placement of a selected country along an 
economic spectrum. 

• What is the most important geographic factor influencing 
where economic activities are located? Justify your 
answer. 

• To what extent do economic activities indicate levels of 
development? 

• If you were a country, which geographic factor would you 
prefer to have in order to gain a trade advantage? 

• Defend or refute the following statement: Globalization 
holds great promise but also provides challenges for the 
future. 

• When developing natural resources policy, does 
preserving the environment outweigh economic 
development? 



Unit 4: Population Geography 
Essential Questions

• Using demographic indicators, predict 
a population’s growth and distribution 
over time. 

• Should the government have a role in 
managing population/migration? 
Explain.
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